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‐ Report on the outcomes of the TNA visit (approx 1 page)
The Europlanet project ATOS planned to analyze two sets of 20 samples for Sr, Nd and Pb
chemistry (plus blanks and standard), using TIMS facilities (MAT 262) and MC‐ICP‐MS for Nd
and Pb. We did attempt to analyze these two sets of samples within two weeks, but it was
far too optimistic, as indicated by the host institution when they were approached, even
working 12 hours per day including week‐ends. For instance, the HF digestion already takes 4
days. However, I managed to analyze Sr isotopic composition of the whole set (40 samples)
and achieved part of the Nd chemistry (REE extraction). The Nd separation still needs to be
completed.
Multiproxy analyses of a core collected off Wilkes Land (Antarctica) revealed major
modifications of terrigenous sedimentation during glacial intervals, suggesting deep‐currents
reorganization: detrital sedimentation results from both proximal continental inputs and
distal volcanic supplies during interglacial intervals. The volcanic contribution seems to
disappear during glacial periods as the result of major alteration of deep circulation. The
isotopic signatures (Nd‐Sr‐Pb) of detrital fine‐grained sediments allow reconstructing the
provenance of oceanic terrigenous supplies over the last 500 kyr. The old continental crust
characterizing the Wilkes Land results in low epsilon Nd and high Sr and Pb isotopic
compositions (Hemming et al., 2007; Roy et al., 2007; van de Flierdt et al., 2007) while distal
oceanic volcanic sources would provide rather different isotopic composition (low 87Sr/86Sr,
positive epsilon Nd values).

The Sr results are really exciting as it was expected. 87Sr/86Sr ranges between 0,71709 and
0,73559 stressing major changing provenance of the clay‐size particles over the last 500 kyr,
with low Sr occurring during interglacial periods (MIS 1, MIS5, MIS7, MIS9 and MIS11)
contrasting with high ratio during glacials (MIS2, MIS6, MIS8, MIS12). The lowest Sr
compositions clearly reflect distal oceanic supply from volcanic areas during the deglaciation
while the highest Sr ratios is directly related with prominent proximal inputs from the
adjacent Wilkes Land old continental crust during glacial (Bout‐Roumazeilles et al., 2010).
According to regional geology and previously published Sr isotopic ratios distribution around
Antarctica, the less radiogenic Sr characterizing the Holocene may result from volcanic
supply from either the Kerguelen Plateau; via the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) or the
Antarctic Peninsula, via the westward flowing currents south of the ACC (Hemming et al.,
2007; Roy et al., 2007; van de Flierdt et al., 2007). Determining particles provenance is
crucial, as the main objective is to document the glacial/interglacial variability of oceanic
circulation around Antarctica and to compare its past evolution with the paleoclimate record
from Antarctica ice‐core (EPICA, 2004). Previous studies around Kerguelen Plateau
evidenced modifications of the ACC during the last glacial period compared with the
Holocene (Dezileau et al., 2000; Mazaud et al., 2007; Mazaud et al., 2010), taking part of the
interhemispheric see‐saw phenomenon between the north Atlantic and southern ocean
(Barker et al., 2009). Moreover, maximum 87Sr/86Sr ranges (0,73559 to 0,71709) are
observed during the oldest part of the record during the MIS12‐MIS11 transition (424 ka)
and the MIS10‐MIS9 transition (337 ka), whereas the 87Sr/86Sr minimum range (0,72786 to
0,72320) characterizes the last termination (MIS2‐MIS1 transition, 14 ka). These results
evidence that the deep circulation was submitted to much stronger variations during former
climatic cycles compared to the last one. The dataset indicates that the relative contribution
of advected material through deep‐water masses vs. proximal inputs was enhanced during
interglacial stages 5, 11 and 13, while deep advection was drastically reduced during glacial
stages 10 and 12. The isotopic results suggest varying intensity of deep water‐masses
reorganization at glacial‐interglacial timescale over the last climatic cycles.
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‐ Host approval The host is required to approve the report agreeing it is an accurate
account of the research performed.
Dear Dr Bout,
this note is to acknowledge that I have seen and approved the report that you
submitted with respect to your Europlanet funded visit to VU Amsterdam. I am also
delighted that you have shown the initiative and determination to undertake a more
detailed study and obtained funds for a further visit to Amsterdam. I look forward to
our continued discussions and helping you produce a publication in the near future.
Gareth Davies

Gareth Davies
Prof Gareth Davies ‐ Department of Petrology, Faculty of Earth & Life Science
Vrije Universiteit, De Boelelaan 1085, 1081 HV Amsterdam, 31‐20‐5987329

